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I . ABSTRACT 

Sand La's Particle Beam Fusion Program 1B 
Investigating pulsed electron and light ion beam 
accelerators with the goal of demonstrating the 
practical application of such drivers as igniters 
in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) reactors. 
The power and energy requirements for net energy 
pain are 10 1 -io'5 W and 1-10 KJ. Recent advances 
in pulled power and power flow technologies permit 
suitable accelerators to br built. The iirst 
accelerator of this new generation is PBFA I. It 
operates at 2 MV, 15 MA, 3d TV for 35 ns and is 
scheduled for completion In June 1980. The 
principles of this new accelerator technology and 
their application to ICK vill be presented. 

]!. INTRODUCTION 

Thermonuclear fusion is the synthesis of 
light elements, such as deuterium into heavier 
elemenrs like helium. In the process, a large 
amount of energy is released. Since we have a 
virtually unlimited supply of deuterium In our 
oceans, we have the potential of developing an 
unlimited energy soun •• for commerical power pro
duction. This goal has encouraged research into 
controlled thermonuclear fusion for the past 
three decades. Ko*;t of that research has been 
directed towards magnetic confinement fusion, in 
which the hot dense plas=a is confined in a 
magnetic bottle and the energy is slowly (0.1 s 
to 101) s) released. Excellent progress in that 
approach has been recently made. Another approach 
is to compress and heat the fuel so rapidly that 
It does not have time to expand, i.e., it is con
fined by its own inertia during tht 10 to 
10"' s required for energy release. This 
approach is called inertial confinement fusion 
(ICF). 

ICF is a power and energy intensive process. 
Powers of 16* to 10 5 watts and energies of 10 
to "0 J are required. Until recently, the pro-
dujtion of the power and energy pulse has been 
well beyond the capabilities of any laboratory 
source. However, technological advances in the 
past three years Indicate that lasers, electron 
beams, light ion beams, and haavy Ion beams can 
be constructed to provide the required nower and 
energy for fusion. The development of an 
accelerator technology that can produce the 
necessary power and power density for ICF has 
been the goal of the Sandia Laboratories accelera
tor development prograu. since 1S70. The program 
has resulted in an accelerator technology that 
delivers electro-magnetic power at 34 TW/sr and 
is scalable to > 10* watts. The elements of the 
accelerator technology are t̂ ie basic energy stor
age; module synchronization through gas dielectric 
switching; high-energy-density pulse-form^ng 
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lines; short-pulse, water-dit lee trie s>v; t cliinp, 
and long. Be If-magnet leal ly insula ltd [Mnsn. ssi-m 
lines for power transport to the diode. Tr« 
system is reliable and is sufficiently fH-xifl. 
to accommodate both electron and ion bear; 
generation for ICF experiments. 

III. POWER PROIKCTION 

Since the power requirements for ICH a n 
many times the worlds power production capabi! it •.-. 
the energy in these accelerators must be slowly 
taken from the local power grid, stored ir. a 
large number of capacitors, anc then temporal Iv 
compressed through the pulse forming network. 
The temporal compression bridgts tin.- '.Jp betwee;: 
the power consumption at 4 x It'** W and tin- pow.-r 
production at - 10 1 'A' and is accoir.?: isbc-d b--
modularization and synchronized switehinc. Tl.t 
total accelerator has been divided into codi;! <•«. . 
because the research and development cost' .in 
then minimized, the reliability js improved, nnc. 
scalability to larger accelerators is assured. 
Each module of the accelerator technolopv is 
designed to deliver 0.8 T» of power for 35 ns a: 
a power density of 34 TW/sr. The modults art-
synchronized by a triggered gap switch so all 
outputs can be simultaneously- directed onto tht 
target. 

Each module produces its power bv the si-D-'f-
illustrated in Fig. 1. The energy is stored in 
capacitors thai are DC charged in parallel and 
then connected into a series configuration h\ 
spark gaps, represented by SI. Such a pulsi 
forming network is called a Marx generator and is 
represented by a charged capacitor, an inductor, 
a resistor and a switch as shown in Fig, 1. 
Since the Marx is DC charged, the spacinus be twee:*. 
conductors art- large to prevent electrical break
down, and cause the Marx inductance L to be large. 
The large inductance.causes the energy transter 
time to be - 601' ns, 1 The dicensioTis of the 
pulse forming line (PFL) are determined by the 
desired output pulse duration and risetimo. 
Water is an excellent dielectric for high powered, 
pulse forming lines because of its high dielectric 
constant and cost effectiveness. Its breakdown 
strength and resistive losses are usually accept
able if Lne charge time is < 1 f/s. The stray 
capacities associated with trigger electrode 
structures in water are ver« large, and adequate 
trigger rystens require too much energy. The 
switching of these state-of-the-art pulse forming 
lines must be accomplished with untriggered water 
switching. The intrinsic jitter in the electri
cal breakdown process and the strong time 
dependence of the electrical breakdown strenth 
EBD o i w a t e r determine the lisetimo of the out
put power pulse. The 10 to 90 percent risetitne 
of an output pulse of voltage V into a matched 
impedance line Is a strong function of the charge 
time and the voltage as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Sinr^ ICF targets require 10 to 3C ns power 
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directly available Irnn the- Marx is tv> Blow. 
Consequently-, a Eow 1.»Jiiftanrp transfer capacitor 
and a triggered pas switch S2 are used as shown 
in Fig. 1. The s in*; 1 *? extra Sta&e decrease* the 
charge tiat GTI th* R't to - 2^: ns, which is 
adequate for V 0 < l.b MV. as seen In Kip. 4. 
The irifu*cred gas switch has a rns jitter of l.S 
ns an,; provides adequate synchronization between 
soduiCL. The 1.^ >!V output vol tape is Less than 
the 1.0 to 4 .{• M** accelerating "oltagc that is 
desirable tor various electron and llphi ion 
species, so transformers and/or stacked lino 
techniques arc used to increase the output voltage. 

This modular pulsed power system lias bt en 
developed and has beer, tested on the Mite and 
Hvdraaitc .nodules at 5andia. In over four hundred 
phots at full power, the technology has been 
proven to be effective and reliable for generating 
power poises tor inertia! confinement fusion 
particle accelerators. 

IV. POWKR FLOU 

The pulse forming network produces power at 
a density of — 0.5 TV*'-" and a power per unit 
solid anp'.c of 3- TW/'sr. The PFL is, therefore, 
located at a distance of B i from the target. 
The garget requires power densities of J0 J to ID 
TW/m~ su the power has to be spatially compressed 
during transport eve? B meters. The prohleir. of 
transporting the power through the water, plastic, 
vacuum interface, and vacuum dielectrics to the 
diode is called the power flow problem. As the 
power flows throup'i the elements of the "Power 
Flow Chain" as shown Ir. Fig. i, the electromagnetic 
power density must increase to ~- 10 W/tn". The 
electromagnetic rower can then be converted into 
particle beam power. An additional factor of 
IOC, in the focused power density is requred to 
drive a targe: ;o ignition and cay be achieved 
by bean focusing and multi-beam overlap techni
ques." 

Each of these dielectrics has a characteris
tic breakdown stn-r.cth :)i:u limits the power 
dentftv thtijuKh it. as bhuwn by the boxes in 
Fig. U. The weak link in the chain is the vacuum 
insulator, which has been the major obstacle to 
achieving larger accelerator output powers. 
Recently, the power flow problem has been solved. 
The low power density of the vacuum interface Is 
accommodated by using a very large area of vacuum 
insulator divided among many modules. The 
approach necessitates transporting the power — 7 m 
to the target thr.ugh vacuum at electrical stresses 
many times the conventional breakdown levels. The 
power transport to the vicinity of the target Is 
accomplished throueh self-nagneticallv Insulated 
transmission lines (KITU as shown schematically 
in Fig. 5. 

The sell-magnetically insulated flow in a 
long MITL is established in the following steps 
as indicated in Fig. 6a-fcd. When J voltage is 
applied to the parallel plate transmission line 
of impedance Z , a TEM wave propagates down the 
line as shown in Fig. 6a. When the electric 
field in the line reaches 25 to 40 MV/m, explosive 
emission occurs on the cathode atH e cathode 
plasDa foros. A coating of carbon that is 

ot a spat J;il 1 v 
• becomes .1 
irons which 

and 
J, becomes suti'i 
I..*hind that poln 
the anode and jr 
shown ir. Fig. be. 

J » !u ' B thicK with i 
!<•• fl.'fiq facilitates the foro.it ion 
uniforr oattWi plasma. The plasm 
space charge limited source of elc 
are initiallv accelerated across the pap by [hi 
electric field, as shown in Fi». oh. Whir, tht 
magnetic, t ield from the displacement cur.-ent 

electron loss current deuMiv 
ently lorcv. tin- eiecirur.v 
arc prevented !roc reaching 
zapnetically Insulated as 
Sfn<-e the conductance is 

greater than zero in the IONS reiu-in, the nci<m 
cf loss, propagates at a vvlocliv less than c -
3 x 10 h a/s. Hchlnd the lossv fr..nt, thi 
pulse propapates .il c. 

As discus:.ed by Kntaev,8 the effect is 
analogous to --, shock wave iu a pas. Since tin 
shock velocity is less than the sound speed 
behind the front, the energy propagates to the 
shock front nr.d steepens the pressure profile 
until the width of the shock iront is determined 
solely by the nature of the dis^ipative process 
in the front. Similarly, the power !lw to iht-
lossy iron; in an "electromagnetic t.hoc*" ' causes 
tin' voltage profile to steepen until it is litsitei: 
by space-charge-Iimitod electron flow In the 
front. In the Hit*- experiments, the ceasurw: 
riser int- of the front was limited bv the frequence 
response of the Rogowskii coil current ocr.Iters 
and rhe recording oscilloscope to < 2 ns alter 
six meters of line. When the vol tape pulse has 
sharpened to its self-limited rise-time, the struc
ture propagates down the line as shown in Fi^. (>d. 

The structure of the from determine- !'•. 
ratio of the voltage and current behind [!u 
front and de to mines the sensitivity of tl.t-
electron flow to perturbations in the lint. Tin-
structure of the front has not been adequate!, 
investigated cxj-eriisen tally. Hr.wevcr, tin- '>-}. 
electronacnetic PIC simulations oi PouKey ar.-J 
ftorgcron3 and the analytic theorv cf Cordeev 
yield the following idealized codel oi lU- fr.-i.t 
as illustrated in rig. 7, A vuU.igt step, --..iili 
has sufficient amplitude to form the cathude 
plasma, propagates down the line at the velocity 
of c. Since the 3os=v front propagates at a 
vilocitv :, •' r. the duration of this precursor 
increases with tise. In the le.iding edge of : hi 
lossy front, the space-charge-limited electron 
emission loads down the voltage. Most or the 
loss current is lost ot a voltape of 3G to 50 
percent of V , which is the voltage behind the 
front. Both the magnetic field and the voltap.-? 
increase with increasing distance into the front. 
Behind the loss region, the vacuum gap between 
the electron flow and the anode Increases with 
increasing distance frcn the front. As the 
electron flow recedes from the anode, the effec
tive line impedance VL/C"increases and the voltage 
increases to V . The scale length over which 
the loss occurs is several tines the gap width. 
Although the taeasureEenfs of loss current den
sity, and precursor voltage ' and pulse 
risetimes 6 , 1 0" 1- are consistent with this model, 
the data has not been adequate to verify the 
details of the structure. 

The details of the front structure are 
important because they determine the total current 
I.* and boundary current I B (i.e., the current 
flowing in the retal, negative electrode) through 
the MITL behind the front. The 1~D theories 1 3™ 1 7 
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have shown that the ;• continuum of solutions 
exists for thi total current In a MITL at .1 given 
voltage. Each solution corresponds to a different 
value of l-r/̂ B a n d a different boundary to the 
electron flow as illustrated in Fig. 6 for 
parapotential flow in a 2 MV line of impedance 
1Q . The correct solution of the 1-D flow Is 
determined by the 2-D flow in the front. 

The experiments with short, self-limited 
l'nes and long self-magnetIcallv insulated lines 
have shown that the raLig of Y 0'^-^ 0 * K a 

function of the voltage. 3 , 1'*' 9 these data arc 
interpreted in Fig. S through the parapotenti.il 
nodc-1 to yield the ratio W l ^ and fc„/d in 
which >' is tlie thickness of the electron flow 
and d o is the vacuum gap. If X e/d Q = 1, the 
electron flow entirely fills the vacuum gap and 
the flow is called saturated. If X e/d Q < 1, 
the flow Is unsa* *-atcd and there is a vacuum 
pap between the flow and the anode. The ratio 
of X e/d Q indicates the sensitivity of the 
power transport to small perturbations in the 
gap separation. If the flow is very close to 
the anode, then small perturbations in the line 
geometry mav cause the sheath to fluctuate and 
part of the flow to be lost. The parapotential 
model may not exactly describe the flow in a MITL, 
for exanple , the 2-D simulations she.- that the 
sheath boundary is diffuse and is not discontin
uous as the parapotential model requires. How
ever, the location of the sheath boundary agrges 
w,ith the nodel and, both experiments 6 , 1 0 - 1 2* 1' ' l f l 

and simulations have shown sufficiently good 
agreement with the cud el to justify the utility 
of the model. We, thrrefore, conclude that the 
higher voltago MITL Is less sensitive to gap 
tolerances anu line perturbations, and efficient 
transport is more readily achieved at the higher 
voltages. 

After considerable development of the 
technology, approximately 100 percent power trans
port and 90 percent energy transport efficiencies 
were achieved through a 6 m long, self-magneti-
cally insulated transmission line. The success
ful transport throuch the MITL completed the major 
pulsed power technology required by research 
accelerators for ICF. 

Consequently, the technology Is bounded by 
V <̂  1.5 MV for fast risetime water-dielectric 
switching and V > 1,8 MV for efficient power pro
pagation through long self-magnetically insulated 
transmission lines, these two voltage require
ments are bridged by using a transformer section. 

V. PBFA I 

The first accelerator of this generation is 
PBFA 1, which is under construction at Sandia and 
is shown in fig. 10. The accelerator consists of 
36 synchronized modules and will deliver 3 x 
1 0 1 3 W of power at 2 MV and lj MA for 35 ns to 
either an electron diode or ion diode located at 
0.5 n from the target. 

The operating sequence of each of the 36 
modules begins with a 3.2 KV, 100 kJ Marx genera
tor. The energy flows from the Marx into the 
20 nF intermediate store capacitor in =600 ns. 
A gas insulated, triggered switch is then actuated 
to transfer the energy from the intermediate store 
capacitor to the water-insulated pulse forming 
line (PFL) in ss 25 0 ns. UntrLggered, multichannel 
switching in the PFL then provides a 50 ns duration 

pulse with a 18 ne 10-90 percent r'setime into 
the output pulse transiformer and .0 the vacuus 
insulator. After passage throur.h the vacuuz 
insulator, one of the most inductive components, 
in the accelerator, ttje power per unit area is 
increased to 500 Tw/m'' durirg transport through 
the magnetically Insulated transmission lint TO 
the diode. The energy in the electromagnetic 
wave is then converted to particle beac energy 
by a diode. The particle beam is either guided 
to the target by a magnetized plasma column, 
which pre/ents beam dispersion, or ballietleally 
focused to the target. Many beams are foraed 
and then overlapped on the target to provide-
further power concentration. 

It is evident from Fig. 10 that PBFA 1 
utilizes only a small portion of the available 
solid angie around the target. If the available 
space were utilized, 400 TW and 16 MJ could be 
directed onto a target with today's technology. 
The accelerator ^an give experimental access tu 
the high temperature and high densltv matter 
required for ICF and never before produced in a 
laboratory. Research on the accelerator will bt-
directed towards developing the particle bear., 
ICF option for power production. 

The high overall accelerator efficiency of 
— 25 j>cr~ent and the low estlciaied cost of or.ly 
S40/J for a repetitively pulsed accelerator sake 
power production through particle beac fuslor. 
attractive. The Integration of the technology-
into a power reactor,iU like the one shown schema
tically in Fig. 11, is directed towards the 
development of an experimental power reactor in 
the 1990's. The successful development of the 
accelerator technology for research into particle 
bea= ICF encourages a degree of opticlsr. that the 
remaining scientific and technical problems 
associated with an ICF reactor development will 
be overcome. 
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Fig. 3. The rlsctime of the output pulse vs. t 
output voltage into a matched load l̂ r 
250 us charge time-

The rlsetlme of the output pulse as a func
tion of the PFL charge time for output volt
ages of 1, 2, „nd A MV into a matched load. 
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Fig. 4. The power flow chain. The chosen path 
is shown by the dashed line-. 
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F i g . 5. Schematic d iagram of a EBFA raagtietically 
i n s u l a t e d t r a n s m i s s i o n l i n e . 

FiH- (>. The s t a g e s by which s c ] f-magnet ( ca 1 I \ 
i n s u l a t e d flow I F e s t a t Li sheJ :n a MI 

F i g . 7 . The S t r u c t u r e of the I m n i in .1 MIT1-. 
The voltage and loss current densitv an-
shown in A and the electron map is shown 
in B. The pulse risetimt- if. -0.3 ns. 

The range of solutions of total current 
lj and electron sheath, thickness X £ in a 
HITL with impedance Z , gap separation D 
and voltage 2.0 MV froa parapotential 
theory. I-r/Ig is the ratio of the total 
and boundary currents. 



The r a t i o oi t o t . i l c u r r e n t 1 T t o boundary 
c u r r e n t I „ vs v o l t a g e V has been i n f e r r e d 
from e x p e r i m e n t a l d i t a of 1~ ( V ) . The 
normal ized s h e a t h p o s i t i o n Xp/I) t h a t 
c o r r e s p o n d s t o I j / ' u i s a l s o shown. At 
low v o l t a g e s the e l e c t r o n s i1LL the g a p . 

F i g . 10. Schematic diagram of PBFA I . 
F I R . 1 1 . Schemat ic d i a aflran of a fus ion r cac 

sod on p a r t i c l e be.-im f u s i o n . 
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